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ABSTRACT 

An assembly line is a manufacturing process or simply a progressive assembly in which the 

components are added as the semi-finished assembly moves from work station to work station 

where the parts are added in sequence until the final assembly is produced. By mechanically 

moving the parts to the assembly work and moving the semi-finished assembly from work station 

to work station, a finished product can be assembled faster and with less labor than by having 

workers carry parts to a stationary piece for assembly. Assembly lines are the common method 

of assembling complex items such as automobiles and other transportation equipment, household 

appliances and electronic goods. In this research task, an effective algorithm for avoidance in 

the assembly line stoppage is designed and implemented using honeybee algorithm. The Bees 
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Algorithm is a population-based search algorithm which was developed in 2005. It mimics the 

food foraging behaviour of honey bee colonies. In its basic version the algorithm performs a kind 

of neighbourhood search combined with global search, and can be used for both combinatorial 

optimization and continuous optimization. The Artificial Bee Colony algorithm is a swarm based 

meta-heuristic algorithm that was introduced by Karaboga in 2005 for optimizing numerical 

problems. It was inspired by the intelligent foraging behavior of honey bees. The algorithm is 

specifically based on the model proposed by Tereshko and Loengarov (2005) for the foraging 

behaviour of honey bee colonies. The model consists of three essential components: employed 

and unemployed foraging bees, and food sources. The first two components, employed and 

unemployed foraging bees, search for rich food sources, which is the third component, close to 

their hive. The model also defines two leading modes of behaviour which are necessary for self-

organizing and collective intelligence: recruitment of foragers to rich food sources resulting in 

positive feedback and abandonment of poor sources by foragers causing negative feedback. In 

the proposed and implemented research task, the assembly line stoppage is reduced by 

identifying the critical points or simply root causes of the breakdowns in the assembly line. 

 

Keywords - Root Cause Analysis of Assembly Line, Manufacturing Assembly Line, Production 

Assembly Line 

 

INTRODUCTION 

An assembly line is a manufacturing process in which interchangeable parts are added to a 

product in a sequential manner to create an end product. In most cases, a manufacturing 

assembly line is a semi-automated system through which a product moves. At each station along 
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the line some part of the production process takes place. The workers and machinery used to 

produce the item are stationary along the line and the product moves through the cycle, from 

start to finish. 

 

Assembly line methods were originally introduced to increase factory productivity and 

efficiency. Advances in assembly line methods are made regularly as new and more efficient 

ways of achieving the goal of increased throughput (the number of products produced in a given 

period of time) are found. While assembly line methods apply primarily to manufacturing 

processes, business experts have also been known to apply these principles to other areas of 

business, from product development to management. 

 

Henry Ford designed his first moving assembly line in 1913, and revolutionised the 

manufacturing processes of his Ford Model T.  

  

This assembly line, at the first Ford plant in Highland Park, Michigan, became the benchmark for 

mass production methods around the world. It was Henry's intention to produce the largest 

number of cars, to the simplest design, for the lowest possible cost. When car ownership was 

confined to the privileged few, Henry Ford's aim was to "put the world on wheels" and produce 

an affordable vehicle for the general public. In the early days, Ford built cars the same way as 

everybody else – one at a time. The car sat on the ground throughout the build as mechanics and 

their support teams sourced parts and returned to the car to assemble it from the chassis upwards. 

To speed the process up, cars were then assembled on benches which were moved from one team 

of workers to the next. But this was not fast, as Ford still needed skilled labour teams to assemble 
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the 'hand-built' car. So production levels were still low and the price of the car was higher to 

cover the costs of mechanics. 

  

Toyota's method of production and assembly helps address that problem. Toyota factories in 

Japan are designed to be happy places, where automated delivery cars play cheerful songs as 

they go by. If a worker spots a problem, he or she is encouraged to stop the production line and 

fix it -- even though stopping and starting the line is very expensive. Also, as a group, employees 

exercise together and workers are continually invested in and given a stake in the company. After 

seeing Toyota's success, other car makers have started using some of the same principles. 

 

Some car companies have never really applied the production line process to their product -- 

their cars remain entirely hand-crafted. High priced cars from automakers like Aston Martin and 

Ferrari are hand-built to their customer's specifications. In some cases, car makers will even 

custom mold the driver's seat to the buyer's shape. 

 

Other cars are built using a combination of these two techniques. The Chevrolet Corvette, for 

example, has a hand-built engine, but other parts of the car are assembled on the production line. 

 

PROBLEM FORMULATION 

The existing methods of cost reduction or optimization are not effective and should be processed 

using specialized algorithms of metaheuristic techniques. Metaheuristics are used to solve 

Combinatorial Optimization Problems, like Bin Packing, Network Routing, Network Design, 

Assignment Problem, Scheduling, or Industrial Manufacturing Problems, Continuous Parameter 
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Optimization Problems, or Optimization of Non-Linear Structures like Neural Networks or Tree 

Structures as they often appear in Computational Intelligence. 

 

Metaheuristics are generally applied to problems for which there is no satisfactory problem-

specific algorithm or heuristic; or when it is not practical to implement such a method. Most 

commonly used Metaheuristics are focused to combinatorial optimization problems, but 

obviously can handle any problem that can be recast in that form, such as solving Boolean 

equations. 

 

PSEUDOCODE FOR THE BEES ALGORITHM 

   1 for i=1,…,ns                                

       i  scout[i]=Initialise_scout() 

       ii flower_patch[i]=Initialise_flower_patch(scout[i]) 

   2 do until stopping_condition=TRUE            

       i   Recruitment()         

       ii  for i =1,…,nb 

             1 flower_patch[i]=Local_search(flower_patch[i]) 

             2 flower_patch[i]=Site_abandonment(flower_patch[i]) 

             3 flower_patch[i]=Neighbourhood_shrinking(flower_patch[i])          

       iii for i = nb,…,ns 

             1 flower_patch[i]=Global_search(flower_patch[i])} 
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In the initialisation routine ns scout bees are randomly placed in the search space, and evaluate 

the fitness of the solutions where they land. For each solution, a neighbourhood (called flower 

patch) is delimited. 

 

In the recruitment procedure, the scouts that visited the nb≤ns fittest solutions (best sites) 

perform the waggle dance. That is, they recruit foragers to search further the neighbourhoods of 

the most promising solutions. The scouts that located the very best ne≤nb solutions (elite sites) 

recruit nre foragers each, whilst the remaining nb-ne scouts recruit nrb≤nre foragers each. Thus, 

the number of foragers recruited depends on the profitability of the food source. 

In the local search procedure, the recruited foragers are randomly scattered within the flower 

patches enclosing the solutions visited by the scouts (local exploitation). If any of the foragers in 

a flower patch lands on a solution of higher fitness than the solution visited by the scout, that 

forager becomes the new scout. If no forager finds a solution of higher fitness, the size of the 

flower patch is shrunk (neighbourhood shrinking procedure). Usually, flower patches are initially 

defined over a large area, and their size is gradually shrunk by the neighbourhood shrinking 

procedure. As a result, the scope of the local exploration is progressively focused on the area 

immediately close to the local fitness best. If no improvement in fitness is recorded in a given 

flower patch for a pre-set number of search cycles, the local maximum of fitness is considered 

found, the patch is abandoned (site abandonment), and a new scout is randomly generated. 

As in biological bee colonies, a small number of scouts keeps exploring the solution space 

looking for new regions of high fitness (global search). The global search procedure re-initialises 

the last ns-nb flower patches with randomly generated solutions. 

At the end of one search cycle, the scout population is again composed of ns scouts: nr scouts 
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produced by the local search procedure (some of which may have been re-initialised by the site 

abandonment procedure), and ns-nb scouts generated by the global search procedure. The total 

artificial bee colony size is n=ne•nre+(nb-ne)•nrb+ns (elite sites foragers + remaining best sites 

foragers + scouts) bees. 

 

Applications 

The Bees Algorithm has found many applications in engineering, such as: 

• Optimisation of classifiers / clustering systems  

• Manufacturing 

• Control 

• Bioengineering 

• Other optimisation problems 

• Multi-objective optimisation 

 

Using MATLAB, the implementation of proposed algorithm designed is accomplished with the 

better and effective results for improvements in the assembly line stoppage. 

 

Table 1 – Execution Time from the SampleSize of the Defects in Assembly Line 

SampleSize Execution Time 

100 0.344 

200 0.84223 

500 1.02323 

800 1.42323 
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1000 1.555 

 

  

Figure 1 – Execution Time Pattern in the identification of Root Cause 
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Table 2 – Root Causes Identified from the defect datasheet 

Size of DataSheet 

Issues (Defect 

Points) Root Causes Identified 

50 10 3 

100 30 8 

200 29 10 

500 40 12 

800 130 20 

1000 300 40 

  

 

Figure 2 – Pattern of Root Causes Identified from the defect datasheet 
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Figure 3 - Pattern of Root Causes and Size of the DataSheet Identified from the defect datasheet 

 

Table 3 – Comparison of Overall Efficiency of the Assembly Line 

Classical 

Approach Proposed Approach 

70 98 

60 78 

80 97 

40 60 

50 78 

89 99 

30 59 
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Figure 4 – Pattern of Root Causes and Size of the DataSheet Identified from the defect datasheet 

 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE SCOPE 

The proposed algorithm for the assembly line stoppage is providing effective and better results, 

still the usage of techniques including ant colony optimization, genetic algorithm, and neural 

networks can give optimal results in terms of greater accuracy and integrity. In the results, it is 

evident that the honeybee based implementation is effective as compared to the classical 

approaches of assembly line root cause analysis, prediction and avoidance. 
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